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Abstract: In this study, the heat transfer augmentation and friction factor of a novel type of solar air
heater (SAH), which incorporates longitudinal fins and rectangular turbulators, were investigated
numerically with different arrangements of the turbulators. The effects of arrangements of rectangular
turbulators placed in a finned air channel on its heat transfer augmentation and friction factor are
discussed for Reynolds numbers ranging from 3000 to 15,000 using commercial ANSYS 17.2 software.
Four different arrangements are investigated, including Array A, which places turbulators on both the
fin’s side and base surfaces at the same position; Array B, where turbulators are sequentially placed
on the fin’s side and base surfaces; Array C, where turbulators are only placed on the side surface;
and Array D, where turbulators are placed only on the base surface. Array A showed the highest
heat transfer augmentation and friction factor among the investigated arrangements. However, the
highest thermo-hydraulic performance (THP), considering both the heat transfer augmentation and
friction factor, was obtained in Array B, with a value of 1.36. Consequently, Array B was regarded as
the most appropriate and effective arrangement method for the finned air channel of a SAH.

Keywords: solar thermal energy; solar collector; solar air heater; Nusselt number; heat transfer
enhancement; friction factor

1. Introduction

As a source of renewable energy, solar air heaters (SAH) have the ability to transform
incoming solar radiation into usable heat without causing any environmental harm. A
number of applications are possible with SAH, including the heating of buildings, the
drying of fruit and crops, the curing of industrial goods, and the seasoning of wood.
In addition, its simple design provides some merits, such as low manufacturing cost
and minimal required maintenance [1]. However, a major drawback of SAHs is their
low thermal efficiency, which is a consequence of the low thermal conductivity of air [2].
Therefore, many researchers have attempted to increase the heat transfer from the absorber
plate of an SAH to the flowing fluid.

Installing turbulators, such as rib, baffle, and protrusion at the heated wall, is one of
the most effective techniques to augment the SAH’s thermal performance. Turbulators
disrupt the thermal boundary layer, which functions as an obstruction to the heat flow, and
generates turbulence adjacent to the heated wall. In this way, heat is able to flow more
efficiently from the absorber to the air, leading to an augmentation of heat transfer [3]. So
far, many researchers have investigated the augmentation in heat transfer performance and
friction penalty in SAHs with various turbulators. Yadav and Bhagoria [4–6] evaluated
the heat transfer augmentation and friction penalty caused by the circular rib, square rib,
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and triangular rib and showed that the presence of the rib can boost the heat flow from
the absorber plate to the flowing air effectively in SAH. Gawande et al. [7] confirmed the
impact of a reverse L-shaped transverse rib on the heat transfer improvement in an SAH.
This study reported that the addition of the proposed rib provided 2827 times higher heat
transfer compared to the case without it. Kumar and Verma [8] investigated heat transfer
enhancement by the transverse sinusoidal rib and found that a maximum improvement
of 2.48 times in Nusselt number could be achieved while the maximum increase ratio of
pressure drop was 1.76 among the investigated conditions. Kumar et al. [9,10] evaluated the
influence of a chamfered rectangular rib and square rib installed in a triangular duct SAH
on heat transfer enhancement with various geometric conditions. These studies found that
the installation of ribs could effectively boost the heat transfer performance in a triangular
duct. Kumar and Goel [11] discussed the influence of the turbulator’s shape on the heat
transfer characteristic and fluid flow behavior in an SAH coupled with a triangular air duct.
They reported that a forward-chamfered rectangular turbulator performed better than other
ribs. Pandey et al. [12] employed multiple arcs with a gap as turbulator, and the greatest
increment in heat transfer and friction factor achieved by this kind of turbulator were
reported to be 5.85 and 4.96, respectively. Singh et al. [13] compared square wave ribs and
multiple broken ribs, and showed that the multiple broken ribs had superior heat transfer
and lower friction penalty in comparison to the square wave ribs. Thao et al. [14] conducted
a numerical investigation of an SAH coupled with inclined baffles and optimized the
installation conditions of the baffles using the Taguchi method. Bhuvad et al. [15] proposed
a novel type of absorber plate roughened with apex-up discrete arc ribs, and compared the
thermal performance achieved by the proposed ribs with those of the existing apex-down
ribs. Their research concluded that the proposed apex-up ribs provided better thermal
performance than the conventional apex-down ribs. Including these studies, various types
of turbulator, such as rectangular rib [16], wedge-shaped rib [17], hyperbolic [18], multi-
staggered W-shape rib [19], quarter-circular rib [20], sinusoidal protrusion [21], Multi-V
rib [22], discrete multiple inclined baffle [23], and conical protrusion have been investigated
so far, and more detailed information can be found in relevant review articles [2,3,24].

Another method to augment the SAH’s thermal efficiency is extending the area of
heat transfer. Pakdaman et al. [25] assessed the thermal performance of an SAH in-
corporating a longitudinal rectangular fin under natural convection conditions and re-
ported that integrating the fin could achieve a heat transfer enhancement of about 20%.
Fudholi et al. [26] evaluated the performance and cost-effectiveness of a double-pass SAH
with longitudinal fins. This research found that the double-pass SAH with fins offers better
performance and is more efficient for a given cost than the double-pass SAH without fins.
Priyam and Chand [27,28] assessed the performance of an SAH equipped with wavy fins
and reported that the wavy fin improved the thermal performance by 29.39% to 62.53%.
Bhattacharyya et al. [29] established a mathematical model of the SAH with an extruded
finned absorber plate for drying applications. They demonstrated that the outlet air tem-
perature increased and then declined as the number of installed fins increased while the
pressure drop continued to increase. The optimum installation number of fins and fin
thickness for their SAH were proposed as 80 fins and 2 mm, respectively. Kabeel et al. [30]
evaluated the daily efficiency of an SAH coupled with three different fin heights and
showed that a higher fin height enhanced daily efficiency. Saravanan et al. [31] compared
the SAH with C-shaped perforated fins to that of an SAH with C-shaped non-perforated
fins. This study found that a C-shaped perforated fin provided a superior Nusselt number
and a smaller friction factor than a non-perforated fin. Chand et al. [32] examined the
performance of an SAH paired with louvered fins at various fin spacings with differing air
flow rates. In their research, the SAH with louvered fins demonstrated 59.45% to 106.7%
higher thermal efficiency than a conventional SAH. Karwa [33] proposed an SAH that
had multiple rectangular air channels formed by longitudinal fins and reported that the
proposed SAH produced approximately 28–31% more thermal energy than the conven-
tional SAH at the same blowing power. Nagaraj et el. [34] experimentally and numerically
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examined the performance of the double-pass SAH with aerofoil fins introduced in the air
channel, and reported that an increase of 23.24% in thermal efficiency could be achieved by
the proposed fin.

The above review of the literature reveals that the SAH generally has adapted either
turbulators or fins to improve its thermal performance. The performance improvement
of the SAH by the turbulators or fins has been individually conducted. However, the
turbulator and the fin serve different purposes in the SAH: the turbulator enhances the
heat transfer coefficient, while the fin extends the area of heat transfer. Thus, by combining
a turbulator and a fin, the heat transfer coefficient can be boosted and the area of heat
transfer can be expanded. However, there are very limited studies that explain heat transfer
augmentation and friction penalty within an SAH that incorporates a fin and a turbulator.
Moreover, heat transfer in an SAH with a longitudinal fin occurs on both the base and side
surfaces, distinguishing it from previously studied SAHs. Therefore, finding the proper
arrangement of turbulators for a finned air channel is important. However, to the authors’
knowledge, there is no study that reveals how different arrangements of the turbulators
affect the heat transfer augmentation and friction factor in a finned air channel of an SAH,
and this research gap motivated the authors to conduct this study.

In this study, the heat transfer augmentation and friction factor in a finned air channel
incorporating a turbulator are investigated with various arrangements through compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis. A rectangular turbulator with a simple shape
was chosen as a turbulator. The current investigation is conducted under four different
arrangements. The effects of these different arrangements on the augmentation in heat
transfer and the enhancement in friction factor are discussed in detail. Furthermore, the
thermo-hydraulic performance (THP) that simultaneously incorporates the heat transfer
augmentation and enhancement in the friction factor is evaluated for each arrangement.
The main objective of this study is to reveal how different arrangements of the turbulators
in a finned air channel of an SAH result in different heat transfer augmentation and friction
penalties and to find which arrangement is the most effective for the finned air channel of
an SAH.

2. Methodology
2.1. 3D Model Description

In this study, a CFD simulation of an SAH incorporating fin and rectangular turbulator
has been conducted using commercial software (ANSYS Fluent 17.2). Figure 1 shows the
schematic of the SAH investigated in this study. The fin’s base surface contacts with the
absorber, and the turbulators are placed on the fin’s base and side surfaces.
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Figure 1. Schematic of solar air heater incorporating fin and rectangular turbulator.

This study aims to assess the influence of the turbulator arrangement on the heat
transfer augmentation and friction factor. Thus, one of the many air channels formed by
the fins was chosen as the computational domain for CFD analysis. Figure 2 shows the
computational domain examined in this study. With the aim of reducing the computational
domain, the symmetry boundary conditions were applied to both the fin’s side surface
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and the middle of the air channel. A computational domain is composed of three regions:
an entrance region, a test region, and an exit region. The length was set at 120 mm for
the entrance region, 1000 mm for the test region, and 60 mm for the exit region. In the
computational domain, the fin’s height (h f in), width (w f in), length (l f in), and base surface
thickness (δ f in, b) were 25 mm, 12.5 mm, 1000 mm, and 1 mm, respectively. The fin’s side
surface thickness (δ f in, s) was set at 0.5 mm because of the symmetric condition. The air
channel’s height (hac) and width (wac) were 24 mm and 12 mm, respectively. The turbulator
installed on the side surface had dimensions of 24 mm in height (ht,s), 2.4 mm in width
(wt,s), and 2.4 mm in length (lt,s). For the turbulator installed on the base surface, The height
(ht,b), width (wt,b), and length (lt,b) were 2.4 mm, 12 mm, and 2.4 mm, respectively. In the
actual system, the side and base turbulators have identical geometric conditions; the only
difference is the installation direction. Table 1 summarizes the geometrical parameters used
in the present investigation.
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Table 1. Geometrical parameters used in the simulation.

Parameter Value

Entrance region length (mm), lent 120
Test region length (mm), ltest 1000
Exit region length (mm), lex 60

Air channel height (mm), hac 24
Air channel width (mm), wac 12

Fin height (mm), h f in 25
Fin width (mm), w f in 12.5
Fin length (mm), l f in 1000

Fin thickness at the base surface (mm), δ f in, b 1
Fin thickness at the side surface (mm), δ f in, s 0.5

Turbulator height at the side surface (mm), ht,s 24
Turbulator width at the side surface (mm), wt,s 2.4
Turbulator length at the side surface (mm), lt,s 2.4
Turbulator height at the base surface (mm), ht,b 2.4
Turbulator width at the base surface (mm), wt,b 12
Turbulator length at the base surface (mm), lt,b 2.4

Turbulator pitch (mm), p 43.2

Figure 3 shows the arrangements of the rectangular turbulator investigated in this
study. In Array A, the turbulators are installed on both the fin’s side and base surfaces at
the same position with a pitch of 43.2 mm. Therefore, the side and base turbulators are
overlapped in this arrangement. In Array B, rectangular turbulators are placed sequentially
on the side and base surfaces in the direction of the airflow. The pitch of the installed
turbulators remains the same at 43.2 mm. Thus, the total number of installed turbulators
in Array B is lower than in Array A. In Array C, the turbulator is located only on the side
surface of the fin with a pitch of 43.2 mm. Thus, the number of turbulators in Array C is
higher than in Array B. Array D has a turbulator only on the base surface of the fin with
a pitch of 43.2 mm. Therefore, Array D has the lowest number of turbulators in a finned
air channel. For all arrangements, heat transfer augmentation and friction penalty were
evaluated with five different Reynolds numbers ranging from 3000 to 15,000.
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2.2. Governing Equations

The flow of air in a finned air channel of an SAH is characterized by turbulent and
steady-state incompressible flow, and this flow field is governed by the continuity, momen-
tum, and energy equations. Considering the steady-state incompressible turbulence flow,
these governing equations can be written as follows [9,35,36]:

Continuity:
∂uj

∂xj
= 0 (1)

Momentum:

∂
(
ρuiuj

)
∂xj

= − ∂p
∂xi

+
∂

∂xj

[
µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)]
+

∂

∂xj

[
µt

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)]
(2)

Energy:
∂(ρuiT)

∂xi
=

∂

∂xj

[( µ

Pr
+

µt

Pr

) ∂T
∂xj

]
(3)

where the µ and µt represent viscosity and turbulent viscosity, respectively.
This SST k-ω model was employed in this study to model the turbulent behavior in a

fluid field. The transport equations for the SST k-ω model are as follows [36–38]:

∂(ρkui)

∂xi
=

∂

∂xj

(
Γk

∂k
∂xj

)
+ Gk − Yk + Sk (4)

and
∂
(
ρωuj

)
∂xi

=
∂

∂xi

(
Γω

∂ω

∂xj

)
+ Gω − Yω + Sω (5)

where the k is turbulence kinetic energy, ω is specific dissipation rate. The Gk and Gω are
the production of turbulence kinetic energy and generation of ω. The Γk and Yk represent
effective diffusivity and dissipation of k, while Γω and Yω represent the same parameters
for ω. The Sk and Sω are user-defined sorce terms. The solution method is described in
Section 2.3, and further information on the above equations can be found in Ref. [36].

2.3. Boundary Condition and Solution Method

Table 2 lists boundary conditions employed in the current investigation. As mentioned
in the previous sub-section, a symmetric boundary condition has been implemented in both
the middle of the air flow channel and the side surface of the fin. The fin’s base surface was
imposed with a uniform heat flux, while the remaining walls were considered adiabatic
walls. The inlet and outlet boundary conditions were assigned with fixed velocity and
pressure conditions, respectively.
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Table 2. Boundary conditions employed in the current research.

Boundary Conditions Values

Air inlet
Velocity (m/s) 1.83, 3.65, 5.48, 7.30, 9.13

Reynolds number (-) 3000, 6000, 9000, 12,000, 15,000
Air outlet Constant pressure (Pa) 101,325

At the top of fin’s base surface Uniform heat flux (W/m2) 800
Fin’s side surface Symmetry -

Center of air channel Symmetry -
Other walls Adiabatic -

The computational domain was solved using the commercial code of ANSYS Fluent
17.2. The governing equations for the continuity, momentum, energy, and turbulence model
under the incompressible and steady-state flow were solved, employing the aforementioned
boundary conditions. The coupled algorithm was employed to link the velocity and
pressure field. For discretizing the governing equations, the second-order upwind scheme
was selected. In the energy equation, a convergence criteria of 10−6 was used, while a
convergence criteria of 10−5 was set for the other equations.

2.4. Validation and Selection of Turbulence Model

To select the most proper turbulence model for the current investigation, the Nusselt
number and friction factor were obtained from four different turbulence models for an
SAH using a smooth fin due to the lack of experimental data on an SAH combined with fin
and turbulator. In the present work, the calculated Nusselt number was compared with
the values predicted by the Dittus–Boelter equation, which is widely utilized to validate
CFD simulation results [7,11,21], and with the experimental values reported by Saravanan
et al. [31] for an SAH with smooth air channel. The Dittus–Boelter equation is given as:

Nus = 0.023Re0.8Pr0.4 (6)

To validate the friction factor, this study compared the simulated friction factor with
the values obtained from the modified Blasius equation and with the experimental values
reported by Saravanan et al. [31]. The modified Blasius equation can be expressed as [39,40]:

fs = 0.085Re−1/4 (7)

Figure 4 presents the Nusselt number and friction factor attained from the CFD
simulation along with the values predicted by the Dittus–Boelter equation and modified
Blasius equation. The comparison results clearly illustrate that both the Nusselt number
and friction factor obtained from the SST k-ω model are closest to the results predicted by
the empirical equations with a mean absolute percent error (MAPE) of 4.05% for the Nusselt
number and 7.53% for friction factor. To compare with Saravanan et al.’s results, the MAPE
for Nusselt number and friction factor are 2.50% and 4.03%, respectively. Therefore, the
SST k-ω model was considered to be the most suitable among the investigated turbulence
models for the current work and was employed for further analysis, similar to other related
research [21,38,41,42].

2.5. Grid Independence Test

The grid independence test was performed with various cell numbers. The unstruc-
tured mesh was created non-uniformly using the ANSYS ICEM, and the fine inflation layer
was generated to resolve the boundary layer close to the wall. The thickness of the first
layer is set to be less than 1 of the y+ value. The total number of cells in the computational
domain increased from 2,177,900 to 9,096,384 by modifying the mesh element size. Table 3
presents the changes in Nusselt number and friction factor for Array B with various cell
numbers at a Reynolds number of 9000. After reaching 7,516,107 cells, further growing the
cell number leads to the Nusselt number and friction factor values changing by less than
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1%. Based on the grid independence test, a cell number of 7,516,107 was selected for Array
B. Figure 5 shows the meshed computational domain with the selected cell number. The
same mesh size and inflation layer were adapted for further analysis of Array A, Array C,
and Array D, and the corresponding cell numbers were 7,640,623, 7,558,068, and 7,453,940,
respectively.
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Figure 4. Simulation results obtained from different turbulence models versus empirical equations:
(a) Nusselt number; (b) friction factor [31].

Table 3. Changes in Nusselt number and friction factor with increasing cell numbers.

Cell Number Nuavg
(-)

Change in Nuavg
(%)

favg
(-)

Change in favg
(%)

4,086,513 64.02 - 0.0810 -
5,105,280 65.25 1.93 0.0838 3.41
6,354,043 65.88 0.96 0.0857 2.30
7,516,107 65.65 −0.34 0.0846 −1.32
8,329,500 65.92 0.40 0.0847 0.15
9,096,384 65.78 0.20 0.0843 −0.47
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3. Performance Indicators

The current research examines the effects of different arrangements of turbulators
within a finned air channel of an SAH on heat transfer augmentation and friction factor.
The average Nusselt number between the air and fin surface is expressed as follows [23,43]:

Nuavg =
havgDh

kair
(8)

where havg represents the average value of the convection heat transfer coefficient, while Dh
and kair represent the hydraulic diameter and thermal conductivity of the air, respectively.
The havg was obtained from Equation (9) [23,43].

havg =

.
Qt

A f in,t

(
Tf in,avg − Tair,avg

) (9)

where
.

Qt represents the total amount of heat transferred from the fin’s surface to the fluid,
A f in,t represents the total area of the installed fin, Tf in,avg represents the average value of
the fin temperature, and Tair,avg represents the average value of the air temperature.

The average friction factor was calculated using the following equation [43,44]:

favg =
(∆P/L)Dh
2ρairVair

2 (10)

The installation of the turbulator boosts heat transfer performance, but it entails a
friction penalty because the turbulator increases the obstruction to fluid flow in a finned
air channel. Therefore, the thermo-hydraulic performance (THP) that incorporates both
the augmentation in heat transfer and friction penalty has been widely used to assess the
effectiveness of the proposed heat transfer device in many related studies [4–6,10,13,45,46].
This study also evaluated the THP value to determine the best arrangement of the turbulator
for the finned air channel of an SAH. The THP is given as:

THP =
Nuavg/Nus(
favg/ fs

)1/3 (11)

The higher the THP, the greater the thermal augmentation that would be achieved
under the same friction penalty.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Heat Transfer

Figure 6 presents the Nusselt number and its augmentation for different arrangements
of the rectangular turbulator. The average Nusselt number varied from 20.9 to 74.96, 19.88
to 72.23, 19.31 to 66.31, and 15.79 to 53.18 for Array A, Array B, Array C, and Array D,
respectively. For all arrangements, it was seen that the heat could be conveyed more
effectively from the fin to the air due to the installation of turbulators. The Nusselt number
rises with increasing Reynolds number owing to the increase in turbulence kinetic energy,
which results in better mixing of the flowing fluid.

Figure 7 shows the contour of the turbulence kinetic energy for Array D at different
Reynolds numbers with the same scale. From the figure, it could be confirmed that the
increment in Reynolds number leads to higher turbulence kinetic energy in the fluid flow
field. Additionally, the different arrangements result in different Nusselt number augmen-
tation. Among the investigated arrangements, the greatest Nusselt number augmentation
is observed in Array A with a value of 2.16, followed by Array B, Array C, and Array D
with values of 2.01, 1.97, and 1.58, respectively. The Array A has a higher average Nusselt
number and Nusselt number augmentation for all Reynolds numbers in comparison to
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other arrangements. This is because the improvement in turbulence kinetic energy in Array
A occurs simultaneously on both the side and base surfaces, leading to higher heat transfer.
In contrast, the other arrangements enhance the turbulence kinetic energy either on the
base surface or the side surface at the same location.
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Figure 7. Contours of turbulence kinetic energy for Array D at different Reynolds numbers:
(a) Reynolds number = 3000; (b) Reynolds number = 9000; (c) Reynolds number = 15,000.

Figure 8 presents the turbulence kinetic energy for different arrangements at a Reynolds
number of 9000 with the same scale. As previously stated, the turbulence kinetic energy
increased on both the side and base surfaces in Array A, and the amount of turbulence
kinetic energy was larger than in the other arrangements. Additionally, it could be observed
that the turbulence kinetic energy is predominantly intensified on the side surface in Array
C and on the base surface in Array D. Therefore, the mixing of fluid occurs effectively
only on the side surface in Array C and only on the base surface in Array D. On the other
hand, in Array B, the turbulence kinetic energy increases sequentially on the side and base
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surfaces, which provides a better mixing of the air and a higher Nusselt number than Array
C and Array D, as previously shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 9 presents air temperature distribution in a fluid field for different arrangements
at a Reynolds number of 9000 with the same scale to confirm the effect of increased
turbulence kinetic energy on air temperature. As expected, the air temperature substantially
increased in the vicinity of the turbulator due to the increased turbulence kinetic energy.
In Array A, a significant increase in air temperature was observed on both the side and
base surfaces. In Array B, the air temperature increases sequentially on the side and base
surfaces. However, there was a significant increase in air temperature only at the side
surface for Array C and only at the base surface for Array D. The results indicate that the
increase in air temperature has a similar tendency to the increase in turbulence kinetic
energy.

Turbulence kinetic energy and air temperature in the fluid field vary due to different
arrangements, which affects the local heat transfer performance. Figure 10 shows the local
Nusselt number between the 12th and 15th turbulators along the air channel length at a
Reynolds number of 9000 to confirm how the different arrangements affect the local heat
transfer performance.

For all arrangements, the local Nusselt number increases after passing the turbulator,
and after reaching its maximum value it decreases again. This is because a secondary
flow occurs at the back of the turbulator due to the separation of the flow, which increases
turbulence kinetic energy, as presented in Figure 11. The increased turbulence kinetic
energy is beneficial with regard to heat transfer since the fluid particles near the heated
fin surface can effectively transport heat to the relatively cold fluid. Therefore, the local
Nusselt number increases behind the turbulator. On the other hand, when the fluid flow is
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reattached, the local Nusselt number declines since the thermal boundary layer develops
again.
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However, it can be observed that the different arrangements of the rectangular turbu-
lator result in different increments in the local Nusselt number. Array A exhibits the most
significant augmentation of the local Nusselt number owing to the largest increment in
turbulence kinetic energy. In Array B, the heat transfer augmentation by the base turbulator
is lower than in Array C. However, due to the mixing of the air around the base surface and
the main flow, the heat transfer augmentation attained by the side turbulator in Array B is
higher than Array C. Array D shows the lowest augmentation in the local Nusselt number
among the investigated arrangements because the turbulence kinetic energy is lower than
other arrangements. Consequently, Array A has the highest average Nusselt number over
the total length, followed by Array B, Array C, and Array D, as confirmed in Figure 6. It is
also notable that Array B has better heat transfer performance than Array C, despite having
a lower number of turbulators.

4.2. Friction Factor

The presence of the turbulator improves heat transfer performance, but it has the
disadvantage of increasing pressure drop. Figure 12 shows the average friction factor and
friction factor enhancement for various arrangements. The average friction factor varied
from 0.0621 to 0.0652 for Array A, while these values are in the range of 0.0372 to 0.0403,
0.0381 to 0.0396, and 0.0174 to 0.0224 for Array B, Array C, and Array D, respectively. The
results indicate that the presence of the turbulator increases the friction penalty in a finned
air channel because it increases the obstruction to airflow, and the different arrangements
cause different friction factors. The friction factor enhancement, which represents the ratio
of friction factor in a finned air channel coupled with a turbulator to the friction factor
in a smooth-finned air channel, is in the range of 4.62 to 8.29 for Array A, 2.77 to 5.12
for Array B, 2.95 to 4.84 for Array C, and 1.67 to 2.21 for Array D. The value of friction
factor enhancement increased with an increment in Reynolds number, and the greatest
enhancement is observed at a Reynolds number of 15,000 for all arrangements. The most
significant enhancement in friction factor is observed in Array A, with a value of 8.29.
Meanwhile, the maximum values of friction factor enhancement for Array B, Array C, and
Array D are 5.12, 4.84, and 2.21, respectively. This increase in friction factor is generally
caused by the formation of a secondary flow, which has the opposite direction to the
main flow.
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Figure 13 shows a three-dimensional flow pattern inside the finned air channel for
different arrangements with the same velocity scale. The lines represent streamlines,
while the color of the lines indicate velocity magnitude. In the figure, it can be seen
that the secondary flow occurs after the flowing air passes the turbulator. Among the
investigated arrangements, Array A exhibits the largest secondary flow region, and a
substantial secondary flow was induced at the rear region of the overlap between the side
and base turbulators. In Array B, a secondary flow occurs either on the side surface or
the base surface, and in Array C, it occurs only on the side surface. It is also seen that the
secondary flow region in Array B and Array C is lower than in Array A due to the absence
of overlapped turbulators. In Array D, a secondary flow occurs only at the base surface,
resulting in the lowest secondary flow region, which results in the lowest enhancement in
friction factor.

The most effective arrangement of the rectangular turbulator is one that maximizes
heat transfer augmentation while minimizing pressure drop increase. However, the results
indicated that the higher heat transfer augmentation was accompanied by a higher friction
factor enhancement. This is because the increase in the secondary flow region not only
enhances turbulence kinetic energy and mixing of fluid, but also increases pressure drop.
For instance, Array A has the highest Nusselt number augmentation but also exhibits
the highest enhancement in friction factor. Thus, the most effective arrangement cannot
be determined based solely on either Nusselt number augmentation or friction factor
enhancement. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate THP, which incorporates both the
thermal augmentation and friction factor.
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4.3. Thermo-Hydraulic Performance

Figure 14 shows the THP obtained from Equation (6) for different arrangements
of the turbulator. The THP varied from 0.87 to 1.23 for Array A, 0.96 to 1.36 for Array
B, 0.90 to 1.30 for Array C, and 0.92 to 1.26 for Array D. The value of THP declines
with increasing Reynolds number because the increase in the Reynolds number reduces
the Nusselt number augmentation and raises the friction factor enhancement. For all
arrangements, the maximum THP was observed at a Reynolds number of 3000. Among
the investigated arrangements, Array B has the highest THP value of 1.36, while Array
A, Array C, and Array D have maximum THP values of 1.23, 1.30, and 1.26, respectively.
In addition, Array B has higher THP values for all Reynolds numbers in comparison to
the other arrangements. Therefore, Array B, which utilizes side and base turbulators
sequentially, is considered the most appropriate and effective arrangement method for the
finned air channel of an SAH. On the other hand, Array A shows the lowest THP values for
all Reynolds numbers. This is because the large secondary flow regions, which are created
behind the overlap section, result in a large friction factor. Thus, Array A is regarded as
an unsuitable arrangement method among the investigated methods, despite its higher
Nusselt number augmentation.
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5. Conclusions

In this research, the effects of four different arrangements of rectangular turbulator in
a finned air channel of an SAH on the Nusselt number augmentation and friction factor
enhancement were discussed in detail. In addition, the THP values were evaluated to find
the most effective arrangement for the finned air channel of an SAH. The major conclusions
drawn from the current research are as follows:
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(i) The installation of the turbulator enhanced heat transference from the fin to flowing air.
Differing Nusselt number augmentation was observed depending on the arrangement
methods of the turbulators due to the different turbulence kinetic energy. Among
the investigated arrangements, the highest augmentation in the Nusselt number was
observed in Array A with a value of 2.16, while Array B, Array C, and Array D had
maximum Nusselt numbers of 2.01, 1.97, and 1.58, respectively.

(ii) The different arrangements of the turbulator resulted in different friction factors in
a finned air channel of an SAH. The most significant enhancement in the friction
factor was observed in Array A, with a value of 8.29, followed by Array B, Array
C, and Array D, with maximum friction factor enhancements of 5.12, 4.84, and 2.21,
respectively.

(iii) The THP was in the range of 0.87 to 1.23, 0.96 to 1.36, 0.90 to 1.30, and 0.92 to 1.26
for Array A, Array B, Array C, and Array D, respectively. The highest THP was
found in Array B with a value of 1.36 and Array B has higher THP than those of other
arrangements for all Reynolds numbers.

(iv) In the investigated arrangements, Array B is considered the most appropriate and
effective arrangement for the finned air channel of an SAH due to its highest THP
value. On the other hand, Array A is considered unsuitable despite its high Nusselt
number augmentation due to the significant increase in friction factor.
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the published version of the manuscript.
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Nomenclature

A Area (m2)
Dh Hydraulic diameter (m)
k thermal conductivity (W/m·K)
h Convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2·K)
L Air channel length (m)
∆P Pressure drop (Pa)
.

Q Heat transfer rate (W)
V Velocity (m/s)
Nu Nusselt number
Pr Prandtl number
Re Reynolds Number
Greek symbols
ρ Density (kg/m3)
Subscripts
air Air
avg average
s smooth
f in Fin
t Total
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